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Instructions 
 

Thank you for purchasing the Perspex CubeSat Kit (pCSK). This kit is a model 
of a Pumpkin, Inc. 1U skeletonised CubeSat Kit and is typically used for 
modeling or mounting CubeSat electronics and sensors until a project is ready 
to install them in a flight ready metal casing. 

The interior volume of the pCSK is a 10cm x 10cm x 10cm cube. Cutouts and 
fixings holes are accurately located, however some compromises have been 
made and artistic license has been used to enable the model to be inexpensively 
cut from a flat sheet of Perspex.  

The flight ready metal casing has a slightly smaller interior volume with some 
intrusions and components into the interior. This kit is primarily designed for 
inexpensively test mounting circuit boards, solar panels and antennas. 
Dimensions and routing of components for installation in a flight ready metal 
casing must always be checked against an actual casing. 

The kit can be assembled in one of three configurations: 

 
 Workbench        Prototyping    Flight 

 

The workbench configuration is a model with model circuit boards inside and 
posts for mounting prototyping boards on the top of the model. 

The prototyping configuration is the same basic configuration as the 
workbench model, but with all circuit boards inside the satellite and the ability 
to lift them out as a single unit without unscrewing anything. 

The flight configuration is the same configuration as the prototyping 
configuration but with the circuit boards securely bolted into the model.  

If making a model for display, we recommend building the flight configuration. 
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In the box 

 
3 x Perspex parts sheets 

These sheets contain the main kit parts. Kit parts are referred to by labels 
etched at the bottom left of each part, for example ‘X+’. 

4 x 25 mm M3 standoffs 

These standoffs are used to separate PCB0 and PCB1. 

24 x 15 mm M3 standoffs 
These standoffs are used to separate PCB2 to PCB5 and any prototyping 
boards on top of the model. 

16 x M3 nuts 

Four of these nuts are used as spacers between Z+ plate and PCB0. Four are 
used to act as spacers between PCB2 and/or PCB4 and an Arduino Mega (if 
fitted). Four are used to secure an Arduino Mega (if fitted) to PCB2 and/or 
PCB4. Four are used to secure PCB4 to its standoff. 

16 x M3 washers 

These washers are used as part of the fixings for attaching an Arduino Mega to 
PCB2 and/or PCB4 (if fitted).  

8 x 10 mm M3 machine screws 

Four of these pan head mild steel machine screws are used to attach Z+ side to 
the 25 mm standoffs. The other four are used to attach a standard Arduino 
Mega to PCB2 and/or PCB4. 
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Assembling your kit 
The kit parts should not need any glue or fixings to hold them together for 
bench top use. If you wish to permanently fix parts of the model, we 
recommend a Perspex safe glue such as PK-1. Alternatively, if there is 
sufficient clearance of internal components, two 110 mm M3 bolts can be used 
to fasten X+ and X- together using the top and bottom holes on their faces. Z+ 
and Z- can be held together using the standard M3 standoffs.   

To assemble your kit: 

1. Separate the kit parts from the parts sheets 
The kit parts are attached to the Perspex sheets on which they are delivered. 
To separate a part, locate the tab or tabs for each part and press firmly on 
the part while supporting the sheet just below each tab. When you separate 
a part, peel off its thin plastic protective cover. Please note that this may be 
difficult to see if it is clear (you will probably be able to feel it) but it is 
there. When you have removed the film from a part, check that there are no 
left over pieces of Perspex blocking any holes. If there are, gently push 
them out with a soft wooden or plastic object which will not scratch the 
Perspex if it slips. A wooden toothpick is ideal for this. 

2. Assemble the base 

 
Locate the Y+ and Z- parts. The part labels can be found at the bottom left 
of each part. Place the Y+ part face down (etched side down) on your work 
surface. Carefully slot the Z- part into the lower slot of the Y+ part with the 
etched side facing away from the interior of the kit. The Z- part should be 
held in place by the slight flexing of the Y+ feet. 
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3. If building a workbench or flight configuration 

 
Locate the Z+ part. Slot the Z+ part into the upper slots of the Y+ part with 
the etched side facing away from the interior of the kit. 

4. If building a prototyping configuration 

 
Locate the ZB+ and ZB- bars. Slot each bar into the upper slots of the Y+ 
part.  
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5. Attach the Y- side 

 
Locate the Y- part and slot the Z+ and Z- parts into the Y- part which 
should be assembled with the etched side facing away from the interior of 
the kit. 

6. Attach Arduino Mega to PCB2 and/or PCB4 (optional) 

 
If you are using your pCSK model for mounting Arduino Mega devices for 
software or hardware development, PCB2 and PCB4 have holes precut for 
mounting these devices. Thread a 10 mm M3 bolt with a M3 washer 
through each of these holes from the non etched side, attach another M3 
washer and secure with a M3 nut. Carefully place the Arduino Mega over 
the exposed threads and secure with four more M3 nuts. 
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7. Attach PCBs to frame with standoffs 

 
Thread four 10 mm M3 bolts (if building a prototyping or flight model) or 
four 15 mm M3 standoffs (if building a workbench model) through the top 
of the inner four holes of the Z+ part and secure with four M3 nuts. 

Place PCB0 (etched side facing away from the Z+ part) over the protruding 
threads and secure by screwing four 25 mm M3 standoffs onto the threads. 

For each of the remaining PCBs, place the PCB over the protruding threads 
(etched side facing away from the Z+ part) and secure by screwing four 
15 mm M3 standoffs onto the threads of the previously attached standoffs. 

Repeat until PCB4 which should be secured with four M3 nuts. 

8. Attach the X+ and X- sides 
Locate the X+ and X- parts and slot into the model so that the order of the 
sides if the model is rotated clockwise is X+ Y+ X- Y-. 

9. Congratulations! 
You have assembled your pCSK model. You can now attach various 
optional add-ons such as dummy or functional solar panels or antennas. 
Please visit your pCSK stockiest for the latest list of add-ons.  
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3D PDF Model  
If you are using Adobe Acrobat Reader 7.0 or higher, you can view and rotate 
the 3D PDF models below using your mouse. Please note that this may not 
work if you are using a non Adobe Acrobat viewer such as Apple Preview. 

These models allow you to zoom in on construction details and to make 
measurements of model features. 

 




